KentuckyWired, IS NOT...

- An Internet service provider to individuals.
- Building fiber to individual homes or private businesses.

KentuckyWired (KYW), is an open access fiber optic network. The KYW project will provide Middle Mile infrastructure and support. Oversight of this project rests with the Kentucky Communications Network Authority (KCNA).

KentuckyWired, IS …

- A state-owned physical fiber optic network; conduit for transmitting data.
- Open access; providers can connect equipment to KYW then build fiber to homes and businesses in a community.
- Wholesale provider of network capacity to providers; frees providers to invest in extending local fiber networks & growing their customer base.
- Combining public and private funding resources.

Website:  www.kentuckywired.ky.gov
Email:    KentuckyWired@ky.gov
Telephone:  (502) 782-9549
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